
The Political Situation
At the end of World \Var I I the leaders of the Communist Parties of

Poland, Germany, I-lungary, l{ umania, and Bulgaria returned to their
countries in the baggage train of the l{ ed Army and assumed control of
the " commanding heights" of society in dcpcndence on the Soviet
occupation forces.) These Communist Parties were burdened with a
dual weakness that limited their radicalism in the initial postwar period.
All faced significant , organized opposition to the consolidation of their
rule, resistance being strongest in Poland and weakest in Bulgaria. This
internal situation dictated a policy of gradualism, generalized by Hugh
Seton-\Vatson2 as encompassing three stages: ( 1) a genuine coalition
with the surviving socialist and peasant parties resting on a short-tcrm
program of mutually accepted " antifascist " and " democratic " reforms
(lasting until early 1945 in Bulgaria and l{ umania and until early 1947
in l Iungary ); (2) a bogus coalition with the same parties, thcmselvcs
increasingly dominated by Communists, implemcnting more radical
social reforms and more openly suppressing the non-Communist
opposition (lasting until late 1947 or early 1948) ; at this stage,
socialism was spoken of only as a distant goal; economic planning was
introduced but remained limited in scope; collectivization of agriculture
was not mentioned ; (3) a monolithic regime that , having liquidated its
opposition , set out to emulate the Soviet Union in " building socialism"
through forced industrialization and collectivization .

Anothcr aspect of the weakness of the East Europcan Communist
Partics was their great dependcnce on the Soviet Union and thus thcir
subordination to the broader goals of Soviet foreign policy . During the
immediate postwar period, until 1947, Soviet foreign policy sought, by
playing down its maximalist goals in Eastern Europe, gradually to
increase Soviet influence in the rest of the world - particularly in rrance
and Italy - at the expense of the \Vcstern powers and without provoking
their reaction.3 Thus the requirements of Soviet foreign policy , no less
than the domestic political situation , necessitated a policy of gradualism 

on the part of the East European Communists.
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The Soviet - East European Concept of People's Democracy

The Doctrine of People's Democracy
The dual weakness of the East European Communist Parties was
reflected in a new theorctical concept markedly at odds with the
Marxist -Lcninist classics- the concept of " peoplc's democracy."



Marx, Lenin , and Stalin wcrc rclativcly clcar and in agrccmcnt on thc
social ordcr that was to follow thc breakup of capitalist society . As
Marx stated in the Critique of tbe Gotba Prograll1: " I3ctwccn capitalist
and communist society lies the period of the revolutionary transformation 

of the one into the other . There is a corresponding political

transition pcriod in which the statc can be nothing but the revolutionary 
dictatoriibip of tbe proletariat . ,,4 Lcnin dcvotcd most of State

and l~evolution to defcnding this view, concluding Chapter 2 \vith thcsc
words: " The forms of the bourgeois state are extremely varied, but in
csscnce they are all the same; in one way or anothcr , in the last analysis,
all these states are inevitably the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie. The
transition from capitalism to communism will ccrtainly crcate a great
varicty and abundance of political forms, but in esscnce thcre will
incvitably be only one: the dictatorship of the proletariats \Vhatever
Marx 's view, the dictatorship of the proletariat was given a specific
interpretation in conditions of economic underdevclopmcnt by I.cnin
and Stalin. It was defined as the transitional stage between capitalism
and communism in which the proletariat - led by its vanguard, the
Communist Party- having overthro \vn the bourgeois or even pre-
bourgcois order by force of arms, set out to " build socialism" : to create
the cconomic prcconditions for communism which capitalism had
failed to realize, while simultaneously eliminating exploitation from
socicty.

This scheme could not bc reconciled with the reality of postwar
Eastcrn Europe. Coalition governments existed, while land reform and
partial nationalization of large-scale industry wcre only gradually
changing the pre\var socioeconomic ordcr. I\'1oreovcr, the Communist
Parties o\ved thcir control of the key positions of political powcr , not
to revolution , but , with the exceptions of Yugoslavia, Albania , and
Czcchoslovakia, to the advance of the I{ ed Army . Thus the conccpt of
the dictatorship of the proletariat was theoretically inapplicable.6
Moreovcr, it \vould havc bccn a political liability for thc East European
Communists- who lackcd mass support in the interwar period (except
in Czechoslovakia) and wcrc condemned as " Bolshcviks" fomenting
violent revolution by the majority of their countrymen - as they sought
to consolidate their powcr .

In this situation , Communist lcaders and theoreticians set out to
dcvclop a satisfactory theoretical altcrnative to the " dictatorship of the

I . " '1'1 I h f " I ' d "pro ctarlat . le rcsu twas te concept 0 peop c s emocracy -
albeit ncvcr systematically formulated prior to its rcintcrprctation
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However, it may be suggested, the East European Communist leaders
were not guided solely by tactical or instrumental considcrations in
formulating the concept of people's democracy; such an explanation
would postulate a sharp separation of ideology from action , which , as
noted in the Introduction , has not been characteristic of Communist
politics . It must not be forgotten that the East European Communist
leaders not only had to justify their power, which was of course still
limited in differing degrees in the various countries ; they also had to
explain their positions of power when the expected precondition and
consequence of that power, proletarian revolution and the development 

of socialism, were lacking.

The theoretical generalization of people's democracy formulated by
Soviet academicians in 1947 apparently had a somewhat different
motivation . This was, in part , a natural analytical response to a new
theoretical phenomenon in the international Communist movement.
But in their effort to generalize, the Soviet professors sought to
minimize or refute some of the very gradualist formulations of the
initial postwar period- for example, the claim that a people's democracy 

was only a progressive form of bourgeois state. This fact suggests a

more directly political motivation for their scholarship: together with
possible inter -Party communications , it indirectly conveyed to East
European Communists (and to proponents of a gradualist line in the
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beginning in 1948 - which emerged first in scattered statements of East

European Communist leaders in 1945 and 1946 and then in limited

theoretical generalizations made by a group of Soviet academicians in
1947 .

It is possible to distinguish scvcral instrumental motivations that
guided the East Europcan Communists in dcvcloping the doctrine of
people's dcmocracy. It would sccm to have reflected rather \vcll the
mood of the population , including the mass of post - 1945 new Party

members , which \vas ready for far -reaching social change in the wake of

prc\var dictatorship ( in cvcry country cxccpt Czccposlovakia) and
wartime dcstruction , but which had no dcsire to see a Stalinist

revolution repeated at home. The theory clearly also took shape in part
as a result of the efforts of East European Communist leaders to

convince revolutionary Communists in their own Partics - many of

whom wcrc " natives " \vho had remained in their countrics during

\Vorld War II and had, in various degrees, engaged in resistance
activities- that the gradualist coalition policy was not a bctrayal of
socialist goals .7
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USSI{ itself ) the position of the Soviet leadership that the " genuine
coalition " phase bclonged to the past and that the consolidation of
Communist power in Eastern Europe must proceed apace.

In theorizing about post - 1945 Eastern Europe , the Soviet and East

European Communists did not break with the Marxist -Leninist

" classics" on the proletarian revolution and socialist transformation as
sharply and uniquely as they themselves sometimes suggested. Aside
from a number of minor preccdents8 thcy could have returned to the
" popular front " line of the Seventh Comintcrn Congress,9 particularly
as put into practice in the Spanish Civil \Var. In Spain, too , Communist
domestic policy had been dictated by the foreign policy interests
(" antifascism" ) of the Soviet state, as well as by the preponderant
strength of the non-Communist Spanish l{ cpublicans. following the
line of the Seventh Comintcrn Congress, the Spanish Communists and

Intern a~ional Brigades had fought for a " new type of democratic
republic " (Togliatti ) and a " new type of democracy" (Jose Oiaz
l{ amos), as opposed to the more orthodox , revolutionary slogans of the
Spanish Anarchists, Trotskyites , and Left Socialists.! 0 \Vhen in 1944
Communist Parties throughout the world , including those in Eastern
Europe, adopted the coalition tactics dictated by Stalin, this precedent
clearly was not forgotten .

The doctrine of people 's democracy was also probably influenced by

Mao Tsc -tung 's On New Deln ()CrC1CY ( 1940 ) . In that \vork , Mao wrote

that the aim of the Chinese revolution was " a state under the joint

dictatorship of all revolutionary classes" including , he implied , the
" national bourgeoisie," forced to back the revolution for a long period
because of its opposition to foreign imperialism . The " form " of the
postrevolutionary state, according to Mao, could not be " the old
European -American form of capitalist republic under bourgeois dicta -

torship " or " socialist republics of the type of the USSI{ , republics of
the dictatorship of the proletariat ," but " only a third [state form ] ,
namely the ne\v democracy republic ." ! ! In 'I'he Chineile I?ev()!l{tion
and the Chineile Conllnuniiit Party ( 1939 ), Mao described the " new

democracy " revolution as meaning " nationalization of all big capital

and big enterprises . . . distribution of the land of landlords among the
pca.-;ants , and at the same time the general preservation of private

capitalist enterprises." ! 2 Pointing out the similarities between these
ideas and the later concept of people's democracy, Benjamin Schwartz
convincingly argued that East European and Soviet theoreticians - in
particular , Eugene Varga, who (as dcscribed later) used the very phrase
" new dcmocracy " - drew on Mao 's writings . ! 3



A second group of theoreticians held that a people's democracy \vas
neither a capitalist nor a socialist state but a unique, intermediate
transitional form . This was the most commonly accepted view all along;
in 1947 it became obligatory when Varga was criticized in Moscow for
his original position . As K. V. Ostrovitianov put it : " In the states of the
new democracy we have a new phenomenon in principle ." ] 8 Varga
himself now wrote : " The social structure of these states differs from all

those hitherto known to us; it is something totally new in the history of
mankind . It is neither a bourgeois dictatorship nor a proletarian
dictatorship .,,19

One sign of the ambiguity of the notion of an " intermediate " state
order \vas the terminological confusion that resulted. The East
European leaders themselves generally used " people's democracy."
Varga favored " democracy of a new type " or simply " new democracy."
Professor I . P. Trainin disagreed with this usage, suggesting instead the
alternative " democracy of a special type.,,2 0
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fact that a people's democracy docs not destroy privatc ownership of
the means of production , it can simply bc regardcd as the most
progressive form of bourgeois democracy (or, more correctly , its only
progressive form )." ! 6 Varga, too , in 1946 treated the people's
democracies as part of the capitalist world , describing their economies
as state capitalism.! 7

In the following pages, the concept of people's democracy as it was
understood in Eastern Europe prior to 1948 will be summarized under
six points .! 4

1. Uniquenes.~
The people's democracies were held to bc unique historical phenomena,
the consequence of the special position of the East European states at
the close of World \Var II , and as such something previously unknown
to Marxism-Leninism. In the words of the Soviet Professor A. Leont 'ev,

" Such a form [people's democracy] was not foreseen and could not be
foreseen by Marx and Lenin, because it was created by completely
specific historical circumstances, by specific conditions which could not
be forcsccn." l 5

It was no wonder , then, that the essential characteristics of a
people's democracy were open to debate. Prior to 1948 onc group of
Communists regarded the postwar East European states as simply
" progressive" bourgeois states. This view was expressed by the
llungarian Central Committee member Marton Ilorvath : " In view of the
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2 . Ori ,i?; in .,

A people ' s democracy was hcld to be a new state order resulting from a

" national democratic revolution " in the individual East European

countries during 1944 - 1945 . These revolutions , it was maintained ,

were led by the working class and wcrc directed not only against the

foreign invader but at the leaders of the prewar societics . 2 1

Thc national democratic revolutions were thus not considered to be

classic bourgeois democratic rcvolutions . 22 Nor were they considered

socialist rcvolutions . 23 Thcy \ vcrc usually treated , like the people ' s

democracies themselves , as unique historical phenomena , as something

in bctwccn bourgeois and socialist revolutions . Only occasionally were

they said to be the first phase of an incipiently socialist , permanent

revolution , as \ vhcn Lcont ' cv quoted Lenin on the absence of a

" Chincsc wall " between the bourgeois and socialist rcvolutions . 2 4

Thc concept of the national democratic revolution was developed in

an effort to provide some trace of revolutionary legitimacy for the new

East Europcan regimes while attempting to explain the far - reaching

social changes that in fact resul tcd from the presence of the J{ ed Army .

There was no attempt to deny that presence . On the contrary , the Red

Army - in its role both as " liberator " from the Axis invader and as an

army of occupation - was seen as the motive force of the " revolution "

and was explicitly described as tbe fundamental factor giving rise to the

new " popular democratic " regimes . The Polish Communist leader

Wlady ' ! Jaw Gomulka , for example , noted that transformation of Polish

society could begin \ vithout an internal revolution because of the

presence of the l { cd Army . 2 5 The national democratic revolution was ,

in short , indeed unique ; it was a revolution from without .

3. State Order

As conccived by Marx and developed by Lenin , the proletarian
revolution signified the total destruction , the " smashing" of the
bourgeois state machine. Both had attacked the belief that the
proletariat could take over and utilize the old state machinery. In the
case of the people's dcmocracies. it was patcntly obvious. however. that
the old state apparatus had not been destroyed. Many parliamentary
institutions and much of the prewar bureaucracy survived. Hungary and
Rumania even remained formally monarchies until 1947. I.-'aced with
this dilemma. the theoreticians usually responded by denying the
necessity of destroying the old state. Varga formulated this point quite
clearly : " The old state apparatus has not been smashed, as in the Soviet
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Union , but reorganized by means of a continuous inclusion in it of the

supporters of the new regime . " 26

A further problem was the form of state organization . It was easy to

define it negatively : " Bulgaria will not be a soviet republie , " maintained

Georgi Oimitrov , " it will be a people ' s republie . " 27 The people ' s

democracy did not incorporate the form of state organization based on

the citizens ' committee , such as the Paris commune and the soviets .

Positive definitions of the new state organization were much vaguer ;

they usually affirmed the existence of a parliamentary republic in some

form . In the speech just cited , Oimitrov maintained : " Our people are

for a parliamentary republic which will not be a plutocratic republic . "

Varga generalized Oimitrov ' s assertion : " The rise of the states of new

democracy shows clearly that it is possible to have political rule by the

working people evcn while the outward forms of parliamentary

democracy are still maintained . " 28 While the state was said to exercise

functions of class repression , economic organization , and education ,

none of these tasks was defined as clearly , nor \ vas the state ' s role in

their fulfillment made as exclusive , as in Stalin ' s formulations of the

three functions of the Sovict state . 2 9

4 . Economic .) tructure

Just as the people ' s democracies wcrc vicwcd in toto as hybrid statcs , so

thcir cconomics werc vicwcd as ncithcr capitalist nor socialist but as

mixed economics combining elcments of both . 3o The elimination of

" fcudal survivals , " the rcdistribution of land , partial nationalization ,

and thc introduction of rc construct  ion planning wcrc sccn as modifying

the capitalist economic ordcr without replacing it cntircly . Incach East

Europcan country , the coexistence of thrcc economic scctors - the

state , the peasant and handicraft , and thc capitalist - was asscrtcd . Thc

right of privatc property was guarantccd , though rcstrictcd by the state

in its cffort to limit ( not abolish ) " capitalist exploitation . " \ Vhile the

capitalist sector had lost its predominant role in the economy , its

importance was not to be dcnicd . Polish Communist lcadcr B ( )1' csfaw

Bierut explaincd the rclationship betwccn the statc and capitalist

scctors in thc following words : " Thc esscnce of the new social and

economic ordcr consists in thc spccific harmony of two factors - on one

hand , the leading rolc of thc state , which controls thc largc - scalc means

of production and which is t ,TUidcd in its activity by thc intcrcsts of the

whole pcople , and on thc othcr hand , thc cntrcprencurship , cnergy , and

free initiative of thc mass of individuals in agriculturc and the
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handicrafts , just as in mcdium and small - scale private shops and

enterprises which are based on wage labor . , , 31 This rationale was

reflected in the East European reconstruction plans . The Polish

Three - Year Plan of 1947 , for example , explicitly affirmed the coexis -

tence of the three sectors . 3 2

This mixed economy was said to be developing " in the direction of

socialism " - sincc the state sector was decisive - but not yet " building

socialism " ; when the latter stage was reached , it was often suggested , it

would be a gradual process quite unlike the Soviet experience . In

Varga ' s words : " [ The people ' s democracies ] may , maintaining the present 

state apparatus , gradually pass over to socialism , developing to an

ever - increasing extent the socialist sector which already exists side by

side with the simple commodity sector ( pcasant and artisan ) and the

capitalist sector , which has lost its dominant position . , , 3 3 The ultimate

fate of peasant agriculture in this process was usually passed over in

silence .

5 . Cla .\ " s ,C; tructure

In classic Marxist - Leninist doctrine , it was the task of the proletarian

revolution to overthrow the ruling bourgeoisie . The victorious prole -

tarian state had only to suppress the " remnants " of the deposed ruling

class .

In the people ' s democracies , in contrast , the " progressive "

bourgeoisie was - in the Communist view - still both strong and politically

" active , and this fact was reflected in the theoretical conception of

the new state . It could hardly be otherwise with a doctrine that still

admitted an important role for capitalists in a mixed economic system .

Thus people ' s democracy encompassed the existence of " progressive "

bourgeois parties and their participation in the parliamentary state

organs . As Soviet Professor N . P . farberov was to say of the former

" exploiters " : " . . . . the structure of society consists not only of the

toiling classes who are in power ; there are still prescrved exploiting

l . . , , 34C aiiiic .\ ' , too . . . .

But while " progressive " bourgeois parties existed , as time passed less

pretense was made that they really shared power . The former ruling

classes , including the bourgeoisie , had been deposed , and powcr was

said to be in the hands of the " pcople " - sometimes defined as including

the " progressive " or " patriotic " bourgeoisie but increasingly restricted

to workers , peasants , and " people ' s intclligentsia . " In Oimitrov ' s words ,

the leading role in the pcople ' s democracy was played by " the great
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majority of the people - the workers , peasants , artisans , and the pcoplc 's

intclligcntsia .,,35 It was usually pointed out , with varying degrecs of
emphasis, that the leading force of the people, so defined, was in fact the
working class.36 While such a formulation approachcd thc orthodox
Marxist -Leninist doctrine of the lcading role of the proletariat , in
alliancc \vi th the peasantry , in a socialist state , there \vas a significant
difference bctwecn the t \VO concepts . Stalin had formulatcd the

rclationship between the proletariat and its class ally in terms of the
" hc}!;cmony of the proletariat within this alliance . ,,37 In thc theory of

people's democracy as propounded until 1948, in contrast , the emphasis
was placed on the worker -peasant alliance itsc.:lf rather than on the

dominance of the \vorking class. j6zsef I{ cvai, a leading llungarian
Communist , expressed the idea in the following words: " The essence of
state power of the people's democracy is the division of po\ver bet\veen
the \vorking class and the working pcasantry. . . . Statc power at
present is not unified , homogenous state power in the sense that state
power as a whole is not in the hands of onc class . , , 38

This treatment of the working class as the most important but not a
hegcmonic element in the people's democracy was reflccted in the
formulation of the Communist Party 's role . In contrast to Stalin 's

dictum on the exclusive leading role of thc Communi ( party ,3 9 it was
hcld that the Communist Party was the most important but not a
hegemonic political party in a people's democracy.

Thc inapplicability of the classic Marxist -Lcninist conccpt of the
dictatorship of the proletariat to the people's democracies was pointed
out earlier. And , in fact , referring to this class structure of the new
states , the East European Communist leadcrs and Soviet academicians

wcre unanimous in explicitly denying that the peoplc's democracies
\vcre dictatorships of the proletariat .4o In Trainin 's \vords: " . . . what is
the social essence of the democracy of a special typc ? Of course it is
not proletarian (socialist) democracy. Proletarian democracy is idcntical
with the dictatorship of the prolctariat , which does not share po\ver
with other classcs . . . . , ,41

6, S'peci Jic National I?oad to S'ociali .\"Jn

People's democracy, as defined by the preceding five characteristics,
signified the affirmation of a specific road to socialism, quite different
from that described in the classics of Marxism - Leninism , It must be

repeated , however , that the people 's democracies were not considered

to be actively " building socialism ." While socialism was " on the
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agcnda," as the Communists often put it , at the present stage the
people's democracies wcrc said to be engaged in creating the prccondi-
tions for the development of socialism . In Soviet leader Andrci
Zhdanov 's mild words , taken from his otherwise militant report at the

founding of the Cominform in September 1947 , the people 's dcmoc -

racics werc " paving the way for entry onto the path of socialist

dcvclopmcnt .,,42 Thc Communist regimes, backed by the Soviet
military presence and proceeding from the " popular democratic" social
transformation of the initial post\var period, would develop their
countries in the direction of socialism. The emphasis in this process, as

already pointed out with reference to the cconomy , \,,'as on gradual
change : " An evolutionary way of social change and an evolutionary
transition to a socialist order is entirely possiblc.,,43 It was never made
very clear \ vhcthcr socialism - that is , the " full socialism " of 1936 in the

Soviet scheme of development - would bc reached in this way , but the

usual implication \\'as that gradual change would characterize the whole
course of socialist dcvclopmcnt ; a dictatorship of the proletariat would
be avoided in a people's dcmocracy.4 4

This concept of a specific road to socialism was given a further
dimension of being in harmony with the unique natiOJ/c1l characteristics

of the respective coun try - an emphasis reflecting the need of the East
European Communists , burdened with their pasts as Soviet agents , to

present themselves to their countrymen as the " best dcfcndcrs " of

national sovereignty. The Hungarian Communist leader Matyas }{ ikosi
expressed this idea very clearly :

During the last 25 years the Communist Parties of the world learned
that there are several roads which lead to socialism and , . . . although
socialism utilizes a wealth of international experiences, our socialism
can be created only as a result of the development of Ifungarian history
and llungarian economic, political , and social forces. That will be
socialism born on Ifungarian soil and adapted to Ifungarian
conditions .4s

Somewhat later , nearly the same thing was said about l{ umaniaj such
statements could be cired for each of the East European states .

I Iowcver, no I Iungarian spokesman, for cxample, ever suggested
precis cly how the I Iungarian road to socialism might diffcr from the
l{ umanian or the Polish roadj Polish Communist leadcr Edward Ochab

indicatcd in Decembcr 1945 that Polish Communists " still cannot quite
dcfine" the " Polish road.,,46 The pcople's demoeracics as a group ,vere
said to be following national roads to socialism , yct there ,vas never any
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attempt to differentiate the substance of this development in the

individual East European countries . This \vas so because the " national "

roads to socialism \vere not primarily national at all but rather
non - Soviet .

These six primary characteristics of a people's democracy indicate
that the very concept , as developed between 1945 and 1948 , was

extremely ambiguous from a Marxist point of vie\v. Some discrepancies
between the theory of people 's democracy and the l\1arxist -Leninist
" classics" have been indicated . Yet , as an aid to understanding how the

theory could be accepted by theoretically inclined Communists during

these years , it should be repeated that " a clear -cut , theoretical , and

well -reasoned analysis of the people 's democracies , made within the

context of Marxian ideology, was not elucidated systematically by the
East European Communist leaders ," 47 or , really , by the Soviet

professors. The very vagueness of the theory , then, was one of its
strengths , allowing it to serve the instrumental and analytical purposes

mentioned previously.
I'-rom another point of vie\v, however, the basic rationale of the

doctrine \vas not entirely new or entirely at odds with Stalinism . Stalin
had , after all , transformed Soviet society from above , and this fact had

found suitable expression in his glorification of the Soviet state and his
subsequent attribution of primacy to the superstructure instead of

the economic base of society .48 It was only one (albeit selfcontradictor

),)49 step further to formulating a doctrine of i)}iti L1ti}},~

such a revolutionary transformation from above, though that transformation 
was envisaged in this stage as gradualist and unlike the Soviet

path.
l\10re important , uncodified as it was, the doctrine of people 's

democracy did closely reflect the reality of the imposition of

Communist regimes in Eastern Europe with the aid and under the

protection of the I{ ed Arm )' . The people's democracies explicitl )' traced
their origins to the westward advance of Soviet troops at the end of

World War II . The doctrine thus embodied the factual dependence of
the East European Communists on the Soviet Union . It also embodied

an " historical " aspect of subordination to the USSI { . As much as the

roads to socialism were said to vary , the final goal \vas still socialism ,

and the Soviet Union , being the only country where , it was claimed ,

socialism had been realized , was still a historically more progressive

society , \vhose experience , if not copied , certainly could not be

ignored .s 0

19of People's DemocracyThe Soviet- East European
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